1. Slide the short end tubes through the open pocket channels at each end
of the changer body until all four of the L-shaped plastic corner brackets
are completely exposed.
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2. Attach the two plastic standard clips by slipping the loop in the end of
the strap over the L-shaped plastic corner brackets.
IMPORTANT: The open end of the clips must face to the outside of the
changer.
3. Slide the long side tubes through the open pocket channels on each side
of the changer body. While sliding the tubes through these sides you
will need to attach the two plastic slotted clips by slipping the tube
through the loops in the end of the straps.
IMPORTANT: The open end of the clips must face the outside of the
changer.
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4. Insert the long side tubes into the L-shaped plastic corners on the short
side tubes. Ensure the pop-up pins in the long side tubes are correctly
engaged in the plastic corners. Fold the velcro flaps over to cover the tube
end.
WARNING: Make sure that all of the tubes are firmly clicked and locked
into the L-shaped brackets before using the changer. Injury could result if
the tubes are not correctly assembled.
5. Install the changer onto the travel cot: Simply clip the slotted clips onto
the shorter side top rails and standard clips onto the longer side top rails
(300 mm from the edge of the top corner mould).
WARNING: Improper spacing of the standard clips could allow
hazardous gaps resulting in injury.
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6. When not in use, the changer can easily be put into the storage position
by unclipping the standard clips from the longer upper side rails and
swinging the changer station to the outside of the travel cot. Then lock
the changer in its storage position by clipping the standard clips onto the
travel cot’s leg tubes.
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Use this changer only with the travel cot it was designed for.
DO NOT use the changer on any other travel cot. To do so could result in serious injury.
DO NOT leave child unattended.
ALWAYS use the safety strap when using the changer.
BEFORE installation, check to make sure that all parts are in proper working order. DO NOT use
the changer if any parts are missing or malfunctioning.
When the changer is in the non-use position, be sure it is securely clipped onto the leg tubes of
the travel cot.
DO NOT use this changer without the bassinet installed.

Due to our continuing programme of development, Childcare reserves the right to alter the specifications, colour or design without further notice.
Due to variations in the style and design of our products the illustrations used in this instruction manual are generic.

